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I. INTRODUCTION

Technology changes a society and the ways in which individuals
relate and interact with each other. Meanwhile, more innovations are
Although intellectual
increasingly produced and used globally.
property (IP) law is used globally, intellectual property rights (IPR)
are still national. IP litigation is still closely tied to the territoriality of
both the grant of IP rights and judicial proceedings,' resulting in
territorial fragmentation of enforcement. 2 This fragmentation adds
costs to the judicial settlement of disputes. In this context, a proactive
management of IP disputes is a crucial element of IP strategy. As part
of a dispute management strategy, alternatives to litigation and
judicial enforcement may be considered. Using alternative dispute
resolution (ADR) in IP law may allow disputing parties to select not
only the methods, but also the forums to resolve disputes. At a glance,
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263-80 (Niklas Bruun ed., 2005).
2. Nari Lee, Computer ProgramPatent Infringement in a Global Economy, in
A DIFFERENT KIND OF DIMENSION 89, 89-128 (Perttu Virtanen ed., 2010).
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ADR methods seem to provide an attractive option over litigation,
which can be very costly and lengthy.3
Efficiency is not the only reason to consider using ADR methods
in IP-related disputes. Dispute settlements have additional social
meaning. A country's judicial system is often at the core of dispute
settlement. In a democratic country following the rule of law, the
judicial system represents the trust that the society places in the
institutions of law and in the public authorities that administer the law.
Even as we debate the merits of harmonized rules of litigation and
conflict of law for the sake of efficiency in the area of IP, the
inadequacy of judicial means to solve disputes touches upon the
fundamental value system of that society.'
In this context, extra-judicial ADR processes between private
parties have stronger cultural and societal implications. Compared to
litigation, ADR is supposed to provide flexible and party-driven
approaches that counteract the hostile game-like tendencies of
litigation.' As a corollary, if the society's culture disfavors adversarial
litigation-in other words, is less litigious-one theory is that ADR
would flourish in such a society.
Asian countries provide good examples to test this thesis. For
example, several commentators have argued that East Asia,
particularly Japan, is less litigious than other industrial nations and
that there may be a cultural explanation for this phenomenon. 6

3. See, e.g., WIPO, A Cost-Effective Alternative, WIPO MAG., Feb. 2010, at
19, availableat http://www.wipo.int/wipomagazine/en/2010/01/article_ 0008.html.
See generally Jay P. Kesan & Gwendolyn G. Ball, How Are Patent Cases Resolved?
An EmpiricalExamination of the Adjudication andSettlement ofPatent Disputes, 84
WASH. U. L. REv. 237 (2006) (arguing, based on the empirical data of patent
adjudications, that patent adjudication functions mainly as a settlement mechanism
and that substantive rulings on validity and infringement may be better pursued
elsewhere such as administration or ADR).
4. See, e.g., Unitary Patent Takes Shape: European Commission Presents Its
Draft Regulations on Unitary Patent Protection, EUR. PAT. OFFICE (Apr. 13, 2011),
the
(describing
http://www.epo.org/news-issues/news/2011/20110413a.html
European Commission's proposed unitary patent that would be valid in twenty-five
European Union countries and exemplifies the "enhanced cooperation" of those
member states).
5. Jennifer W. Reynolds, Games, Dystopia, and ADR, 27 OHIO ST. J. ON DisP.
RESOL. 477, 480-81 (2012).
6. See, e.g., John 0. Haley, Litigationin Japan:A New Look at Old Problems,
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Similarly, commentators have asserted that there is generally a strong
aversion to litigation in Korea. 7 In the mid-1990s, an empirical study
done on the perception of law in Korea indicated that Koreans
exhibited attitudes of non-litigiousness. 8
In addition to Asian countries, certain European countries also
prefer a less adversarial legal system. Although no specific study has
been found concerning the perceptions towards litigation, Finland is
not known for its litigiousness either. If the theory of a cultural
aversion to litigation holds true, then it follows that Japan and Korea
would be more inclined to favor ADR methods than countries that
embrace the adversarial process.
In this context, this essay reviews some of the ADR methods in
the area of IP law in Japan, Korea, and Finland, and examines the
validity of cultural observations in IPR disputes. The purpose of this
essay is to survey ADR practices in the area of IP law. Thus, ADR is
defined broadly to include diverse forms of extra-judicial means of
settling commercial disputes, including arbitration between the private
parties. Any dispute settlement mechanisms used in the context of
international trade, where at least one of the parties is a government of
a nation-state, are excluded from the scope of this essay. 9 Part II gives
an overview of the ADR methods as applied to IP disputes in Japan,

10 WILLAMETTE J. INT'L L. & DISP. RESOL. 121, 123 (2002). But see Tom Ginsburg
& Glenn Hoetker, The UnreluctantLitigant? An EmpiricalAnalysis ofJapan's Turn
to Litigation, 35 J. LEGAL STUD. 31 (2006) (describing a myth that Japanese are
culturally conditioned to be reluctant to litigation and arguing that empirical data
does not necessarily support the cultural thesis).
7. See PYONG-CHOON HAHM, THE KOREAN POLITICAL TRADITION AND LAW:
ESSAYS IN KOREAN LAW AND LEGAL HISTORY 29-39 (2d ed. 1971); see also PYONGCHOON HAHM, KOREAN JURISPRUDENCE, POLITICS AND CULTURES 99-100 (2d
ed.1986) (describing litigation as "a declaration of war" and asserting that Koreans
prefer non-legal dispute resolution to preserve social relations). Many Koreans view
the filing of a lawsuit against another as "an act of naked and violent hostility." Id.
at 248.
8. See SANG-HYUN SONG, A Survey on the Korean People'sAttitude Towards
Law, in KOREAN LAW IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY 128-75 (Sang-Hyun Song ed.,
1996).
9. Thus, arbitrations for disputes among nation-states, such as investor-state
dispute settlements provided by the International Centre for Settlement of
Investment Disputes or the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights

dispute settlements mechanisms, are excluded from this essay.
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Korea, and Finland, focusing on patent matters. Part III pays
particular attention to the ADR methods used in civil copyright
disputes in Japan, Korea, and Finland. Part IV concludes that any
adoption of ADR principles in commercial IP infringement disputes
must consider various factors. One such factor is the function of the
judiciary in IP litigation and how it clarifies the boundaries of
intangible property.
II. OVERVIEW OF ADR METHODS AND IPR DISPUTES IN KOREA,
JAPAN, AND FINLAND

A. ADR Methods Related to CommercialInfringement ofIPR
Not only are the number of IPR increasing, the cost to privately
enforce these rights is also rising.' 0 While the exact costs of IP
litigation vary, depending on the scope and issues of a dispute, a
general increase in the costs of IP litigation seemed to be evinced by
booming businesses of enforcement agencies. The main business
model of IP enforcement agencies is to optimize rights enforcement,
including financing litigation. Similarly, so-called non-practicing
entities (NPEs) or patent trolls, who do not use the patented
inventions, have business models that are tied to the benefits arising
out of cost-risky investment in financing patent litigation and
enforcement." Even when we are skeptical about the contribution of
NPEs to the patent system, their presence highlights the transaction
costs related to the use and enforcement of IPR. Cumulatively,
observations of cultural aversion to litigation, combined with the often
prohibitive expense of a lawsuit, have led to recommendations from
various commentators to seek alternative means to litigation to
enforce and settle disputes.12
However, utilizing ADR methods in IP disputes bring unique
challenges. The particular nature of IPR, such as the involvement of
10. See, e.g., WIPO, IP Litigation Cost-An Introduction, WIPO MAG., Feb.
2010, at 2, available at http://www.wipo.int/wipo-magazine/en/2010/01/
article_0001.html.

11.

See,

e.g.,

Patent

Enforcement,

GENERAL

PAT.

CORP.,

http://www.generalpatent.com/patent-enforcement (last visited May 6, 2012).
12. See SONG, supra note 8 (describing a survey that documented cultural
aversion to litigation in Korea).
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public authorities, means that using extra-judicial means of dispute
settlement may be more complex. Just as in the case of IPR litigation,
there are two important aspects of IPR that may influence the efficacy
and usability of ADR methods. The most important question concerns
the public regulation of IP law, especially concerning the validity of
the rights. In IPR disputes, the validity of the right is the core
question that may determine whether an infringement exists.
However, IPR validity disputes, especially industrial property rights,
such as patents, may require review of the validity of the public
administration's grant of a property right. The result would have an
effect on everyone in the world (the erga omnes effect). Public
authority agencies, such as the Patent and Trademark Offices (PTOs),
examine the validity of claims to a right and make the final decision to
grant an IPR. In other words, a validity dispute in practice is a review
by an administrative agency with decision-making authority.
Accordingly, in some jurisdictions such as Korea, the question
concerning the validity of a right is adjudicated separately from the
question of infringement by a special court with exclusive jurisdiction
over that subject matter. This bifurcation of validity and infringement
disputes has created prolonged challenges to various attempts to
harmonize the enforcement of patents through international
conventions. 13 Thus, in using ADR methods, the first question is
whether the dispute is of such a nature that it may be decided between
the private parties, such that the issue is not subject to exclusive
jurisdiction. However,. even in cases where the outcome of dispute
settlement only has an inter partes effect, the failure to disseminate
the results may have negative implications on the public. The public
may be interested in knowing this information if the crucial
information raises doubts as to the validity of the right.
Also, the intangible nature of the subject matter of IP disputes
may complicate matters concerning the factual elements of rights.
Any dispute resolution process, whether through judicial or nonjudicial means, must address factual disputes. In some rights, such as

13. See, e.g., EUROPEAN MAX PLANCK GRP., EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION AND
CROss BORDER IP (PATENT) INFRINGEMENT SUGGESTIONS FOR AMENDMENT OF THE
(2006),
available at http://www.cl5-6
REGULATION
I
BRUSSELS
ip.eu/files/pdf2/clip brussels i dec06 _final4.pdf.
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patents, technical facts are so complex that the boundary of a right
(e.g., licensing and infringement disputes), as well as the validity of a
right, may call for expertise. In others, where subject matter is less
complex, the need for technical expertise may be less crucial.
Depending on the types of rights, the standard benefits of using
ADR methods over litigation affect IP differently. The five most
frequently cited reasons for using ADR methods over litigation
include: (1) cost and time efficiency; (2) party autonomy; (3)
confidentiality; (4) specialized expert knowledge; and (5) preservation
of the relationship between the parties after disputes (non-adversarial

nature).14
These benefits may affect particular types of IPR differently or
even make them less significant. For example, public authority
involvement in a validity examination may prevent the parties from
exercising autonomy as to the selection of forums if the outcome of
ADR methods is related to the validity of registered rights. Those
with patented inventions may be motivated to use ADR methods to
However, in cases involving
protect undisclosed information.
published copyright works (other than software), protecting
Similarly,
confidential information may not be as significant.
although technical expertise, as described above, may be crucial in
patent disputes, it may not be so crucial in disputes involving less
complex subject matters. In these cases, the primafacie determination
may be made based on the visible identification of the subject matter,
such as a work of art or visibly perceptible signs (trademarks). In
cases where parties are forced into an agreement as a result of one
party's threat to sue, continuity in a party relationship would also
vary, depending on whether there is an ongoing collaborativelicensing relationship.
In sum, as IPR include various subject matter ranging from texts
and signs to molecules, any recommendations to use ADR cannot be
applied uniformly to all categories of rights. Therefore, any dispute
resolution process, whether judicial or non-judicial, must take this
aspect into consideration.

14. See, e.g., Mitchell Smith, Mediation as an Alternative to Litigation in
Patent Infringement Disputes, ADR BULL., Nov. 2009, at 1, 3-4, available at
http://epublications.bond.edu.au/adr/volll /iss6/1.
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B. Use ofADR Methods in PatentDisputes in
Korea, Japan,and Finland
Depending on who coordinates the dispute resolution process,
ADR methods are grouped as private ADR, judicial ADR (e.g., court
mediated civil mediation), and administrative ADR. The private ADR
method is often facilitated and coordinated by private entities or the
parties in the dispute themselves without any involvement or support
from the public authorities. The judicial ADR method is a dispute
settlement process mediated by the courts and is often part of the
judicial process of dispute settlement. In contrast, the administrative
ADR method is coordinated and mediated by public administrative
agencies based on special laws and statutes.
In this regard,
and Japan
Korea
in
patents
area
of
the
in
methods
ADR
institutional
are reviewed and contrasted by the practices in the area of copyright
disputes in Korea, Japan, and Finland.
Korea, Japan, and Finland implement all three types of ADR
methods in the area of IPR. Their practices reveal the differences in
the types of ADR methods, and the role of administrative agencies
seems to influence their utilization. ADR methods may include
conciliation (including extra-judicial
mediation,
arbitration,
settlement), recommendation, and other forms of non-judicial (extrajudicial) settlement of disputes. Each country implements these
methods with varying degrees of formality. Arbitration and mediation
may be more formal means of an ADR method. All forms are found
and used in varying degree in commercial disputes, including IPR
disputes. However, industrial property right disputes (e.g., patents,
utility models, designs, and trademark rights), which are subject to
examination and registration, may be treated differently from
copyright disputes, and the types of ADR processes utilized in settling
disputes may be limited in scope.
These three countries commonly use the following three types of
institutional ADR methods in the settlement of commercial IPR
disputes: (1) commercial arbitration and mediation for industrial
property rights; (2) recommendation and conciliation for copyrights;
and (3) ADR methods for specific types of disputes, such as domain
name and software disputes. This essay examines both commercial
and institutional mediation for industrial property rights and
institutional conciliation for copyrights.
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1. ADR in IndustrialPropertyDisputes in Korea
a. Arbitration
Commercial arbitration is often available only for disputes
concerning private rights, which may be settled between the private
parties. However, disputes concerning public rights may not be
settled through commercial arbitration. This puts disputes concerning
industrial property rights, such as patents, in a particular position. As
exemplified by the preamble of the Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement, IPR are private
rights.' 5 However, as illustrated above, the validity of patents and
other industrial property rights are subject to public examination,
requiring strong public involvement. On the other hand, disputes
related to infringement, particularly licenses and the terms of
licensing, may be privately settled. Arbitrability of an IP question
relates to this aspect of industrial property. 16
In Korea, the Arbitration Act mainly governs commercial
arbitration.' 7 Article 1 of the Arbitration Act sets out the purpose of
the law, which applies to disputes in private laws.'8 This means that
any rights regulated by public laws are not included in the scope of
arbitration. Since patents are generally considered rights that are
governed by public laws, any disputes that are related to the validity
and infringement of patent rights are considered non-arbitrableunder
Korean law. They must therefore be adjudicated through a dual track
system (validity is adjudicated through the Korean Intellectual
Property Office (KIPO) and Korea Patent Court and infringement falls
under the purview of general courts). However, other issues, such as
licensing and contractual disputes concerning patents and technology
transfers, are considered arbitrable. Under Korean law, an arbitral
15. Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights,
pmbl., Apr. 15, 1994, Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade
Organization,
Annex
IC,
1869
U.N.T.S.
299,
available
at
http://www.wto.org/english/tratope/trips e/t agmle.htm.
16. See, e.g., Jacques de Werra, International Intellectual Property
Arbitration: How to Use it Efficiently?, SING. L. GAZETTE, Jan. 2012, at 27-30
(Sing.), available at http://www.1awgazette.com.sg/2012-01/304.htm.
17. Chungjaebeob [Arbitration Act], Act. No. 10207, Mar. 31, 2010 (S. Kor.).
18. Id. art. 1.
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award has "the same effect as the final and conclusive judgement of
the court" on the parties;' therefore, it may be executed and enforced.
As a party to the New York Convention on the Recognition and
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, 20 Korea is also obligated to
recognize and enforce foreign arbitral awards.
The Korean Commercial Arbitration Board (KCAB) 21 and the
Seoul Bar Association's Arbitration Center mainly conduct
institutional commercial arbitration. 2 2 The KCAB deals with IP cases
and, in principle, so does the Seoul Bar Association as their roster of
arbitrators includes patent and trademark experts. Established in
1966, the KCAB is authorized and statutorily empowered to settle any
kind of commercial dispute under both the Arbitration Act and its own
rules of arbitration.
According to the KCAB's statistics, in 2010, there were sixteen IP
contract cases out of 1117 total cases. 23 Since ADR is a private means
of settling a dispute, parties in commercial arbitration have the
freedom to appoint any individual as an arbitrator and to choose to be
bound by rules of arbitration other than those promulgated by the
KCAB. Thus, in principle, parties may choose to arbitrate through
other institutions, such as the Korean IP Dispute Center (IPDC) at the
KIPO, and appoint one of the IPDC mediators as an arbitrator. The
statistics by the KCAB alone do not represent the entire trend of
arbitration in IP issues in Korea, but it shows a stark contrast to the
litigation trend. In 2010 alone, there were 1162 cases of IP litigation
19. Id. art. 35.
20. Status 1958-Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign
Arbitral Awards, UNCITRAL, http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitraltexts/
arbitration/ NYConventionstatus.html (last visited May 6, 2012) [hereinafter New
York Convention]. The New York Convention provides international obligations
for the signatory states to recognize and enforce foreign arbitral awards, and is often
considered the basic international instrument for commercial arbitration. See The
New York Convention-Summary, N.Y. ARB. CONVENTION, http://www.newyork
convention.org/in-brief (last visited June 13, 2012).
21.

The

Korean

Commercial

Arbitration

Board,

JURIS

INT'L,

http://www.jurisint.org/en/ctr/15.html (last visited Sept. 21, 2012).
http://www.seoulbar.or.kr/
B. Ass'N,
SEOUL
22. Legal Services,
seoulbar/main/view.jsp?c no-003007001 (last visited Sept. 22, 2012).
23. 2010 y6n k'ulleim tonggye [Year 2010 Statistics of Claims], KOREAN
COM. ARB. BOARD (Mar. 21, 2011), http://www.kcab.or.kr/servlet/kcabkor/claim/
1000?clclsf--1 &sNum=3&dNum=0&pageNum=5&subNum=4.
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filed at the general court and Patent Court; one hundred eighty-four
IP infringements claims were filed at the court of first instance in
Korea, and 978 cases concerning validity were filed at the Patent
Court.2 4
b. Mediation
Mediation of IP disputes, particularly industrial property, is also
available in Korea. As mediation involves a neutral third party and
allows the parties to exercise extensive autonomy, it is considered
more flexible and creative than arbitration. To benefit from this, since
1995, the Invention Promotion Act has introduced a system of
mediation to resolve industrial property disputes particularly through
the IPDC, which operates under the KIPO. The IPDC mediation
procedure was created in an effort to provide means to settle disputes
related to licensing agreements; the procedure is especially beneficial
to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and individual
inventors who have relatively less financing for litigation. As
mediation is based on consensus, the adoption of findings by the IPDC
is not mandatory. Furthermore, unlike arbitration, if one of the parties
does not accept the finding, the dispute cannot be settled.
The Invention Promotion Act provides mediation rules for the
dispute settlement of industrial property rights. However, Article 44
excludes disputes pertaining solely to the determination of invalidity,
nullity, or confirmation as to the scope of a right.2 5 Furthermore,
Article 14 of the IPDC's Operational Protocol regulates who is
eligible to seek mediation. The interested parties must have registered
their industrial property with the KIPO before they file their mediation
request. They may then request either mediation or the rights to seek

24. 2010 nyin gasa, hengjung, teukhuh, sungu [Year 2010 Domestic,
Administrative, Patent, and Election Lawsuit], SUPREME CT. OF KOREA,
http://www.scourt. go.kr/justicesta/JusticestaListAction.work?gubun=10 (last visited
May 6, 2012) [hereinafter Year 2010 Domestic, Administrative, Patent, and
Election Lawsuit]; 2010 ny6n minsa [Year 2010 Civil Lawsuit], SUPREME CT. OF
KOREA,
http://www.scourt.go.kr/justicesta/JusticestaListAction.work?gubun=10
(last visited May 6, 2012).
25. Palm6ngjinhtingbeob [Invention Promotion Act], Act. No. 8357, Apr. 11,
2007, art. 44, amended by Act. No. 10489, Mar. 30, 2011, (S. Kor.), available at
http://www.law.go.kr (last visited Mar.1, 2012).
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damages regarding the expired rights. The parties must file their
request before the statute of limitations for seeking mediation
expires. 2 6 Those who fail to register their industrial property before
requesting mediation are not eligible. Only a right-holder, licensee,
holder of right to use, employee-inventor, or others who have direct
legal interests in the exploitation of the right may request IPDC
mediation.2 7
The Invention Promotion Act and the IPDC's Operational
Protocol regulate the mediation process. IPDC mediators consist of
fifteen to twenty persons representing industry, administration,
The
academia, law, and non-governmental organizations.
Commissioner of the KIPO appoints each IPDC mediator. A
mediation panel consists of three mediators, who are in charge of factmaking
and
settlements,
dispute
coordinating
finding,
28
These
negotiation.
collaborative
toward
recommendations
recommendations include cross-licensing, strategic alliances, and
technology transfer agreements. The mediators are bound by the duty
of confidentiality; therefore, the recommendation and mediation
records cannot include information concerning the validity and scope
of a right, which must be decided by the IP tribunal. 2 9 The final
settlement agreement reached through IPDC mediation has the effect
of a "settlement in court." 3 0
Additionally, special sections in the Korean Patent Act call for
administrative ADR. For example, Article 107 of the Act provides for
compulsory licensing, which must be awarded by the KIPO, with or

26. San6pchaesankwon bunjaengjoj6ngwiw6nhoe unyongsaechik [IPDC
Operational Protocol], KIPO Notice No. 2006-2, Jan. 10, 2006 (S. Kor.), available
003266
at http://www.law.go.kr/LSW/admRullnfoPWah.do?admRulSeq=2000000
(last visited Mar 1, 2012).
27. Palm6ngjinhfingbeob [Invention Promotion Act], art. 43-2.
28. Id. art. 42.
29. Id. arts. 44, 49-2.
30. Minsajoj6ngbeob [Judicial Conciliation of Civil Disputes Act], Act. No.
4202, Jan. 13, 1990, art. 29, amended by Act. No. 10200, Mar. 31, 2010 (S. Kor.).
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without a consultation process. 3 1 Further, the KIPO Commission may
seek opinions and assistance from the IPDC to mediate the process. 3 2
Since its inception, the IPDC has mediated one hundred cases and
twenty-three cases have resulted in settlement.33 In 2006, mediation
led to a high-profile settlement on behalf of an individual inventor
concerning a mobile phone handset invention. In 2008 and 2009, the
IPDC dealt with complex questions related to the compulsory
licensing of Fuzeon patents held by Roche.3 4 However, despite such
high-profile cases and interests, statistics show that mediation is
underutilized. A lack of mediation usage led the KIPO to engage in
an extensive study, which was conducted through a user survey, on
the possibility of introducing IP arbitration. 35 The survey revealed
that although users were generally aware of the availability of ADR
processes and the presence of IPDC-coordinated mediation, they still
chose not to use the IPDC service. 36 Despite the effects of mediation
compared to judicial settlement, the survey revealed that because
mediation is consent-based, the respondents thought that IPDC

31. Tiik6beop [Patent Act], Act. No. 950, Dec. 31, 1961, art. 107, amended by
Act. No. 9381, Jan. 30, 2009, (S. Kor.), available at http://www.wipo
.int/wipolex/en/text.jsp?file id=214463.
32. Id. art. 109.
33.

KOREAN INTELLECTUAL PROP. OFFICE, YEAR 2010 CHISIKJAESANBAEKSO

[INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY WHITE PAPER] 473 (2011), available at http://www.

kipo.go.kr/kpo/user.tdf?a=user.html.HtmlApp&c=3072&catmenu-m02_03_04.
34. Fuzeon (enfuvirtide) is a trade name for an antiretroviral medicine used to
treat HV, marketed by a pharmaceutical company called Roche. The patents
involved in the dispute were the following: Synthetic Peptide Inhibitors of HIV
Transmission, KIPO Patent Registration No. 1,003,554,070,000 (filed Dec. 7, 1995)
& Methods and Compositions for Peptide Synthesis, KIPO Patent Registration No.
633,214
(filed
May
15,
2005),
available at
http://eng.kipris.
or.kr/eng/main/maineng.jsp; see also Young Kim & John J. Kim, KIPO Rejected
Petitions for Compulsory License against AIDS Drug Patents, KIM & CHANG
NEWSL.: A Q. UPDATE OF KOREAN L. & POL'Y, Spring 2010, available at
http://www.ip.kimchang.com/mailzine.asp?mailzineno-522.
35. KOREA
INST.
OF
INTELLECTUAL
PROP.,
CHISIICAESANKWON
CHUNGJEJAEDO TOIB MIT SILSIBANGANE KWANHAN YON'GU [A STUDY ON THE
ADOPTION OF IPR ARBITRATION AND MEANS OF IMPLEMENTATION] (2009),

available at http://www.kiip.re.kr (follow "Yeongupogoseo" link; then click
"Chisikjaesankw6n Chungjejaedo Toib Mit Silsibangane Kwanhan Y6ng'gu").
36. See id at 1.
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mediation lacked enforceability.3 7 Most respondents thought that the
lack of enforceability of the findings in mediation resulted in its lack
of use. 38 However, the survey also revealed that forty percent of the
respondents stated that they would still not use mediation, even if it
were enforceable.3 9
c. Reconciliation/JudicialSettlement
In addition to mediation and arbitration, reconciliation, including
extra-judicial and judicial settlements, is available as another
alternative to litigation.4 o An extra-judicial private settlement
(reconciliation) is done through a settlement agreement or contract. A
judicial settlement (court-mediated reconciliation) is an alternative to
full adversarial litigation but is often considered part of the litigation
process because the court coordinates the processes and civil
procedure law regulates procedure for these settlements. 41 A judicial
settlement would include both pre-litigation settlements as well as
mid-litigation settlements. It is believed that reconciliations are used
most frequently in patent infringement disputes because, as the scope
of rights are unclear and sometimes overlapping and the right may be
invalidated during litigation, parties are motivated to settle
infringement litigation.
2. ADR Methods in IndustrialPropertyRights in Japan
a. ADR Methods in Japan
Similar to Korea, Japan has its own Arbitration Law that regulates
commercial arbitration between private parties.4 2 Additionally, a
37. See id.
38. Id. at 180.
39. Id. at 181.
40. Minbeob [Civil Act], Act. No. 9650, May 8, 2009, art. 731 (S. Kor.)
(defining "compromise," a term used interchangeably with "reconciliation").
41. Minsajoj6ngbeob [Judicial Conciliation of Civil Disputes Act], Act. No.
11157, Apr. 18, 2012, art. 38 (S. Kor.), available at http://www.law.go.kr/
lslnfoP.do?lsiSeq=121951 #AJAX (regulating court-mediated civil mediation
according to the Civil Procedure Act); Minsasos6ngbeob [Civil Procedure Act], Act
No. 10373, July 23, 2010, art. 355 (S. Kor.).
42. Chuusaihou [Arbitration Law], Law No. 138 of 2003 (Japan), available at
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separate law on ADR, enacted in 2004,43 governs certification and
accreditation procedures for ADR organizations to promote trust in
the private organizations that provide ADR services.
Japanese Arbitration Law provides that a private arbitration
agreement is only valid "when its subject matter is a civil dispute that
may be resolved by settlement between the parties (excluding that of
divorce or separation)."44 Consequently, disputes relating to patent
infringement may be subjected to arbitration. However, patent
validity must be decided by the invalidation proceedings of the
Japanese Patent Office and appeals proceedings through the IP High
Court.
In 2005, an amendment to the Patent Act now allows invalidity
defenses to be raised in infringement litigation. 4 5 This change has
blurred the bifurcation of validity and infringement that has existed in
the Japanese patent litigation system. As long as the dispute on
validity is raised as a defense or incidentally against the claims of
infringement, the issue may be settled as a civil dispute between
private parties. This may suggest the interesting possibility that even
the patent validity, as far as interpartes effect is concerned, may be
settled as private disputes; therefore, it may be subjected to
commercial arbitration as well.
Similar to the Korean arbitration process, Japanese commercial
arbitration may be instituted through the Japan Commercial
Arbitration Association (JCAA), local chapters of bar associations,
and the specialized Japan IP Arbitration Center (JIPAC). 4 6 The
JIPAC is currently Japan's only private-sector ADR organization that
specializes in IPR.4 7 It has operated for more than twelve years since
http://www.jcaa.or.jp/e/arbitration/civil.html.
43. Saiban gai funsou gaiketsu tetsutsukino rivou no sokushinni kansuru
houritsu [Act on Promotion of Use of Alternative Dispute Resolution], Law No. 151
of 2004 (Japan), availableat http://www.cas.gojp/seisaku/hourei/data/AOP.pdf.
44. Chuusaihou [Arbitration Law], art. 13(1).
45. Tokkyoh6 [Patent Act], Act No. 121 of 1959, art. 104-3 (Japan), available
at http://www.cas.go.jp/jp/seisaku/hourei/data/PA.pdf; see also Saik6 Saibansho
[Sup. Ct.] April 11, 2012, Heisei 10 (o) no. 364, SAIKO SAIBANSHO HANREISHU
[SAIBANREI JOHO] 1 (Japan).
46. See Hayashi Izumi, Choutei, Chuusai ni voru chiizaifunsou gaiketsu, 64
PATENTO 4, at 4 (2011) (Japan).

47. Id.
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the Japan Federation of Bar Associations and Japan Patent Attorneys
Association founded it jointly in March of 1998.48
The JIPAC also provides mediation. Two attorneys are appointed
as mediators from a roster of mediators, one of which must be a patent
attorney. 4 9 However, as it is consent-based, it is also possible to
appoint any other person. Also, mediation does not lead to a
settlement of disputes if one party refuses to agree to the result.so
In contrast, arbitral awards have the same effect as a final and
conclusive judgment and are enforced through the courts." At the
JIPAC, which handles both mediation and arbitration, the statistics of
ADR use were rather dismal. From 2007 to 2009, the JIPAC had
nineteen cases.5 2 In 2009, the JIPAC only mediated or arbitrated five
cases. 53
b. Hantei System (AdministrativeAdvisory Opinion)
In addition to ordinary private ADR methods, an administrative
ADR method exists in Japan for industrial property rights. Notably,
the JPO provides an advisory opinion on the scope of industrial
property rights. 54 As IP disputes often center around the scope of a
right based on laws, the JPO may issue a non-binding opinion "on the
technical scope of a patented invention,"55 technical scope of a utility
model, 56 scope of a registered design and similarity," and the scope of
a trademark right.
48. Id
49. Id.
50. Id.
51. Chuusaihou [Arbitration Law], Law No. 138 of 2003, art. 45(1) (Japan),
available at http://www.jcaa.or.jp/e/arbitration/civil.html.
52. See Incident Statistics, INTELL. PROP. ARB. CENTER, http://www.ipadr.gr.jp/case-ctatistics/ (last visited Oct. 7, 2012).
53. Id.
54. See Japan Patent Office, Guidelinesfor Easy Hantei Demand Filing, JPO
HANTEI (June 28, 2002), http://www.jpo.go.jp/tetuzukie/t-tokkyoe/hantei.htm.
55. Tokkyoh6 [Patent Act], Law No. 121 of 1959, art. 71(1) (Japan), available
at http://www.cas.go.jp/jp/seisaku/hourei/data/PA.pdf.
56. Jitsuy6shinanho [Utility Model Act], Law No. 123 of 1959, art. 26 (Japan).
57. Ishah6 [Design Act], Law No. 125 of 1959, art. 25(1) (Japan).
58. Sh6hyah6 [Trademark Act], Law No. 127 of 1959, art. 28(1) (Japan).
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Advisory opinions can be unilateral or bilateral (in the case of two
parties). The law does not require an applicant to have any legal
interest in the requested right. It can also be used as evidence of
invalidity; therefore, it may provide a useful defense of noninfringement against infringement claims. As all advisory opinions
may be made public in the legal gazettes, it is possible that
confidential information will be published. The JIPAC also issues
similar types of advisory opinions. Further, in areas of industry
standard setting, the JIPAC can issue opinions on the essentiality of a
technical standard covered by the scope of a patent.5 9 Unlike the
arbitration process, no statute governs the authority for the JIPAC's
advisory opinions.
Statistics show that individuals use the system of advisory
opinions more often than other types of ADR methods. From 2007 to
2009, 203 applications were filed.6 0 In 2010 alone, seventy-two
applications were filed for the JPO's advisory opinions. 6 1 In contrast
to only nineteen cases filed at the JIPAC in the same period, the JPO's
advisory opinions seem to be used more commonly. Additionally, the
JPO's advisory opinions seem to have gained not only the public's
trust, but also the court's trust. In principle, advisory opinions neither
bind the parties nor have any authority beyond the JPO's opinion.

59. See

Outline of Services, JAPAN

INTELL.

PROP.

ARB.

CENTER.,

In
(last visited May 7, 2012).
http://www.ip-adr.gr.jp/eng/business
telecommunication technical standard setting, if there is a patent over the standard,
anyone who implements the standard into the product would be infringing the
patent. See Nari Lee, Standardization and Patent Law-Is Standardization a
Concern for Patent Law? (forthcoming), available at http://ssm.com/
To avoid this, the Standard
abstract-610901.http://ssrn.com/abstract=610901.
Setting Organization (SSO) often institutes a policy of declaring and disclosing
essential patent claims that may be held by the participating members of SSO. Id.
Whether the patent claim that was declared essential is actually essential must be
determined through cases that determine the scope of the patent claim. Id.
However, if the technical scope concerning the essentiality of the claim can be
confirmed ex ante, disputes would be prevented. Id.
60.

JAPAN PATENT OFFICE, ANNUAL REPORT 173 (2010), available at

http://www.jpo.go.jp/shiryou e/toushin-e/kenkyukaie/pdf/annual-report20l 0/part5
.pdf.
61.

JAPAN PATENT OFFICE, ANNUAL REPORT 179 (2011), available at

http://wwwjpo.go.jp/cgi/linke.cgi?url=/shiryou-e/toushin-e/kenkyukai
port201 1.htm.
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However, the parties seem to seek an opinion of the JPO in
preparation for, or in combination with, the litigation. Further, as the
advisory opinion is published, it seems to be used not only as a way to
provide convincing evidentiary documents, but also as an aid to
interpret the law. Notably, in a 1998 Japanese Supreme Court
decision, the court considered the range of equivalents that the JPO
analyzed in its Hantei opinion. 62
3. ADR Methods in Finland
There are several types of ADR methods available in Finland.
The Finnish Bar Association provides private mediation services. 63
Alternatively, if the parties wish, they may utilize publicly provided
court mediation. 64 Furthermore, a judge dealing with any civil and
commercial matter has a duty to determine whether there are
possibilities for settlement.6 5
The mediation service offered by the Finnish Bar Association is
the standard type of mediation. An impartial and independent
member of the Finnish Bar, trained in the art of mediation and
registered under the Mediation Board of the Finnish Bar Association,
helps the parties resolve their dispute amicably. This service is
available in all types of civil and commercial matters, including IP
disputes.
Court mediation is an institutionalized type of mediation where
the court handles mediation and the judge acts as mediator. A party
wishing to submit a dispute to court mediation must submit an
application. The court, however, makes the decision whether to start
62. Saika Saibansho [Sup. Ct.] Feb. 24, 2010, Heisei 6 (e) no. 1083, SAIKO
SAIBANSHO

HANREISHU

[SAIBANREI

JOHO]

1,

http://www.courts.go.jp/

search/jhsp0030?hanreiid=52790&hanreiKbn=02 (Japan).
63.
See Fin. Bar Ass'n, Mediation Rules, SUOMEN ASIANAJAJALIITTO,
available at http://www.asianajajaliitto.fi/files/1 151/Mediation_ rules_2009.pdf (last
visited Apr. 25, 2012).
64. See Laki riita-asioiden sovittelusta ja sovinnon vahvistamisesta ylesissi
tuomioistumissa [Act on Mediation in Civil Matters and Confirmation of
Settlements in General Courts], Act No. 394/2011, ch. 1, § 1 (1-2) (Fin.), available
at http://www.finlex.fi/en/1aki/ kaannokset/20 11/en2Ol10394.pdf.
65. Oikeudenkaymiskaari [Code of Judicial Procedure], Act No. 4/1734, ch. 5,
§ 19, amended by Act No. 1052/1991 (Fin.), available at http://www.finlex.fi/
en/laki/kaannokset/1734/en 17340004.pdf.
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mediation. In a case where mediation fails and the case is to be
resolved through standard court proceedings, the judge who has acted
as mediator cannot sit as a judge in that case.
The
Arbitration is also available in Finland for IP cases.
66
Arbitration Act governs arbitration in Finland, and Finland is a party
to the New York Convention.67 The law does not preclude disputes
arising out of patents. Section 2 of the Arbitration Act provides that
"[a]ny dispute in a civil or commercial matter which can be settled by
agreement between the parties ... may be finally resolved through
arbitration." 68 Case law has interpreted that the core issue of
determining whether a case is arbitrable depends on whether the
dispute can be resolved without the intervention of public
Consequently, ownership and validity issues of
authorities.69
registered rights, such as patents, trademarks, and utility models, are
generally not considered arbitrable, while questions concerning
infringement, scope of rights, and license-related matters are
considered arbitrable.
Finnish law explicitly provides for arbitration in certain types of
copyright cases. According to section 54 of the Finnish Copyright
Act, certain remunerations and licenses (especially extended collective
licenses) are to be handled through arbitration in a case of dispute.7 0
However, although mandatorily provided for, arbitration in these cases
is not very common.
Arbitration of patent cases is extremely rare. The types of
institutional arbitrations that exist in Japan and Korea, which are not
tailored only for industrial property disputes, do not exist in Finland.
Thus, those who wish to use commercial institutional arbitration for
patent disputes must rely on institutions such as the Arbitration
66. Laki valimiesmenettelysta [Arbitration Act], Act No. 967/1992 (Fin.),
available at http://www.finlex.fi/en/laki/kaannokset/1992/enl9920967.pdf.
67. New York Arbitration Convention, supra note 20 (click on "Status").
68. Laki valimiesmenettelysta [Arbitration Act], § 2 (Fin.).
69. Korkein oikeus [Decision by the Supreme Court of Finland], No. 2003:45,
http://www.finlex.fi/
at
available
(Fin.),
2003
14,
May
fi/oikeus/kko/kko/2003/20030045; see also Patrik Lindfors, Arbitration in FinlandCharacteristicFeatures Currently Under Discussion, I NORDIC J. CoM. L., no. 1,
2003, at 4 (Fin.), availableat http://www.njcl.fi/1_2003/note3.pdf.
70. Tekijanoikeuslaki [Copyright Act], Act No. 404/1961, § 54 (Fin.),
available at http://www.finlex.fi/en/laki/kaannokset/1961/enl9610404.pdf.
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Institute of the Central Chamber of Commerce of Finland. The
Arbitration Institute provides the main institutional arbitration in
Finland. According to their 2011 statistics, only three percent of
sixty-six arbitration requests filed concerned IPR/License disputes.71
Certain private institutions or government-sponsored bodies
provide another type of ADR that renders non-binding
recommendations. The Copyright Council is an example of such a
body. The purpose of this type of ADR is to resolve the dispute costeffectively and quickly by issuing recommendations based on the law.
III. ADR METHODS FOR COPYRIGHTS IN KOREA, JAPAN, AND FINLAND
ADR methods for copyright cases also include commercial
arbitration.
However, unlike industrial property rights, facts
concerning copyright disputes are less technical and may even be
Unlike industrial property rights,
considered less complicated.
copyright disputes have less involvement of public law as the matters
concerning the existence and validity of the right involve less
formality. In other words, it would be expected that ADR methods
with fewer formal procedures would be used more in copyright
disputes rather than patent disputes. As illustrated below, the scope
that ADR methods may cover for copyright disputes also seems to be
broader.
A. Copyright Conciliation in Korea and Japan
1. Korean Copyright Commission
The Korean Copyright Commission (KCC) is an institution that
assists in the settlement of copyright disputes by providing
The KCC's creation merged two earlier
recommendations.
committees, the Copyright Deliberation and Conciliation Committee
and the Computer Program Protection Committee, both of which were
established in 1987. Part of the Korean Copyright Act (Articles 112
through 122)72 and two other regulations (the Presidential Ordinance
COMMERCE.,
CHAMBER
INST.
FIN.
2011,
ARB.
71. Statistics
http://www.arbitration.fi/FCC%20Statistics_2011 .pdf.
72. Chbjakkw6n beob [Copyright Act], Act. No. 9785, July 31, 2009, arts.
112-122 (S. Kor.).
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on Copyright Enforcement73 and the Copyright Enforcement
Regulation74 ), have established and governed the KCC. Additional
internal regulations by the Copyright Dispute Conciliation 75 also
regulate the activities of the KCC.
The KCC deals with conciliation/recommendation, 7 6 settlement
mediation,7 7 and arbitration in copyright matters. Although the law
does not define it clearly, the scope of ADR methods under the KCC
applies to any disputes concerning copyright protection that may be
resolved by the private parties.7 8 As the KCC does not exclusively
deal with commercial disputes, any disputes related to protections
under copyright law may be settled through the KCC's conciliation.
Requests may be filed either by the right-holders as well as the users
Thus, any questions concerning copyright
(alleged infringers).
protection (e.g., author's right, moral right, remuneration, neighboring
right, and license) may be raised. Additionally, conciliation as to
statutory compulsory licenses (such as orphan works) is considered to
be within the scope of the KCC.7 9
Currently, the KCC has eleven panels; it provides a panel of one
to three members for each conciliation case. One member of a panel
must be a qualified attorney.80 The Presidential Decree regulates the
A party initiates the
procedure of the KCC's conciliation.8 '
73. Chijakkw6n Sihaengryung [Enforcement Decree of the Copyright Act],
Presidential Decree No. 21676, Aug. 6, 2009, as amended (S. Kor.).
74. Ch6jakkwin beob Shihaenggyuchik [Copyright Enforcement Regulation],
Ministry Decree No. 37, July 24, 2009, as amended (S. Kor.).
75. Ch6jakkw6npunjaengchojanggyuchik [Copyright Dispute Conciliation],
Aug. 13, 2009, as amended (S. Kor.).
76. The Korean word "Chojdng" is understood as mediation; however, it may
also refer to conciliation or recommendation in other contexts. Chojdng Definition,
NAVER ENCYCLOPEDIA, http://100.naver.com/100.nhn?docid=139245 (last visited
June 10, 2012).
77. The Korean word, "Alsdn" is understood as conciliation; however, it may
also refer to mediation in other contexts. Alsdn Definition, NAVER ENCYCLOPEDIA,
http://100.naver.com/IOO.nhn?docid=107605 (last visited June 10, 2012).
78. KOREA COPYRIGHT COMM'N, http://eng.copyright.or.kr (last visited June 4,
2012).
79. Ch6jakkwan beob [Copyright Act], No. 9785, July 31, 2009, arts. 50, 52,

& 89 (S. Kor.).
80. Id. art. 114(1).
81. Id. art. 114(2).
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conciliation process by filing an application. If conciliation fails or
the parties do not appear in front of the KCC within the requisite three
months from the date the KCC received the application, the KCC may
reject the application or consider it withdrawn. In other words, the
maximum time the KCC takes for a conciliation process is three
months. The conciliation process is, in principle, closed.8 2 The
outcome of conciliation is a reconciliation recognized by law and has
the effect of a final judicial settlement; the judgment may be enforced
according to the procedural rules that are used to enforce final
decisions.
In addition to the conciliation, the KCC mediates (Als6n) civil
disputes to reach a civil settlement (Hwahwe), which is acknowledged
in the Korean Civil Act,8 4 and has the effect of a binding civil
But, a civil settlement contract is not
settlement contract.
enforceable as such. A civil settlement is often considered suitable for
disputes with minimal technical facts that may be resolved through a
neutral discussion between the parties. While intuitively, it might
seem that parties to copyright infringement disputes may use this
method more often, it is unclear how much of the civil mediation
settlement process is used. However, according to the 2011 statistics,
there was only one civil settlement request received by the KCC. In
contrast, between 2003 and 2011, the KCC has dealt with 131 cases of
conciliation, and thirty-one statutory license cases.8 6 These statistics
also show that the KCC is used more than the IPDC, which has
mediated only thirty-six cases during the same period."

82. Id. art. 115.
83. Kakjongbunjaeng choj~ngwiw6nhoedfingui chojongios6ddng e daeban
chiphaengmum buy6 e kwanhan gyuchik [Regulatory Decree of Dispute
Conciliation Document], No. 1198, Mar. 2, 1992, amended by No. 1768, June 28,
2002 (S. Kor.), available at http://glaw.scourt.go.kr/jbsonw/jbsonrl5r0l.do?doclD
=35129A9BBB3640EAE0438C01398240EA&pageid=&docType=0.
84. Minbeob [Civil Act], Act. No. 471, Feb. 22, 1958, art. 731, amended by
Act. No. 9650, May 8, 2009 (S. Kor.) (defining the term "compromise").
85. Id. art. 732.
86. Korean Copyright Comm'n, Choj6ng T'onggye [Mediation Statistics], 8
(2011), available at http://adr.copyright.or.kr/main.
87. Id. Compare id., with KOREAN INTELLECTUAL PROP. OFFICE, supra note
33, for the difference in statistics.
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2. Copyright Conciliationand Mediation in Japan
In addition to the mediation services provided by the JIPAC,
conciliation for copyright disputes is also available in Japan under the
auspices of the Ministry of Culture. The conciliation process, known
as "assen," is an equivalent of a mediated private settlement, and it is
based on the Copyright Act of Japan.88
The Japanese Copyright Act entrusts the Agency for Cultural
Affairs to provide assen mediation services for conciliation
concerning matters of copyright and neighboring rights. Each case
may have up to three conciliators. 89 In principle, any party to a
dispute arising out of Japanese Copyright Law9 0 may request
mediation from the Agency for a fee, which is currently set as 46,000
Conciliation is appropriate for disputes concerning
yen. 91
infringement, initial attribution of the right, contract over use rights, or
royalty calculations. The conciliator may reject the submission if the
case is inappropriate for mediation9 2 or if there is no prospect for
settlement. 93 The effect of this assen mediation is that of a civil
"wakai" settlement contract; 94 therefore, it is necessary to provide
further judicial steps to enforce and execute the terms of the
settlement. From 1970 to 2008, there have been thirty-four case
requests for assen mediation, which results, on average, in less than
one case peryear.95

88. Chosakukenho [Copyright Law], Law No. 48 of 1970, ch. VI, amended by
Law No. 73 of 2009 (Japan), available at http://www.cas.go.jp/jp/
seisaku/hourei/data/CA.pdf.
89. Id. art. 105.
90. Id. art. 106.
91. COPYRIGHT Div. AGENCY FOR CULTURAL AFFAIRS SECRETARIAT,
AssENsINSEI NO TEBIKI [APPLICATION PROCESS FOR ASSEN MEDIATION], 4
at
available
AGENCY],
Div.
COPYRIGHT
[hereinafter

http://www.bunka.go.jp/chosakuken/gaiyou/pdf/assensinseitebiki.pdf

46,000 yen

equates to approximately $572.90 USD.
92. Chosakukenho [Copyright Law], art. 108(2).

93. Id. art. 109.
94. Minpo [Civil Code], Law No. 89 of 1896, arts. 695-96, amended by Law
No. 78 of 2006 (Japan).
95. COPYRIGHT DIv. AGENCY, supra note 91.
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B. Copyright Council ofFinland
Contrary to the cases in Japan and Korea, the Copyright Council
of Finland 9 6 ("Council") has been rather successful and has become
well established. The Council is comprised of a body of experts that
give free, non-binding recommendations on individual copyright
matters.9 7 The Council typically handles cases that do not involve
great sums of money but are, nevertheless, important to the concerned
parties. In most cases, there is an underlying dispute (i.e., a situation
with an identifiable opposing party), but it is also possible to turn to
the Council for undisputed matters.
When the Council was created, there was a need for a fast, simple,
and cost-effective procedure in cases concerning the application of
copyright law. According to the Government Bill,98 it would not be
necessary to provide a procedure that would result in binding
decisions. 99 An authoritative non-binding opinion on what is right and
fair was considered sufficient; the idea put forth in the government bill
was that parties in these small cases would accept the
recommendations of the Council and would not take the case to
court.100 If a party did not accept the Council's opinion, the option to
litigate would still be available.
Today, anyone can turn to the Council with a question on
copyright law, and the Council can give-and almost always does
give-a reasoned opinion. Furthermore, the Secretary of the Council
advises citizens on simple copyright matters. In these simple cases,

96. The "Copyright Council" translates to "Tekijdnoikeusneuvosto" in Finnish
(author's translation).
97. Tekijiinoikeuslaki [Copyright Act], No. 404/1961, § 55 (Fin.), available at
According to the
http://www.finlex.fi/en/laki/kaannokset/1961/enl9610404.pdf.
wording of Article 55, the Council can "assist the Ministry of Education in the
handling of copyright matters." Id. However, in reality, the Council does not have
that role. Tekijiinoikeusneuvoston Tyojarjestys [Rules of Procedure of the Copyright
Council], June 21, 1999, § 5 (describing the Copyright Council's role as only giving
opinions) (Fin.).
98. Government Bill 32/1984, at 7 (Fin.); see also Katariina Sorvari,
Tekijfnoikeusneuvoston lyhyt historiikki in TEKIJANOIKEUSNEUVOSTO 25 VUOTTA
13, 26 (Katariina Sorvari ed., 2011) (Fin.).

99. Id.
100. Id.
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the Secretary can give advice over the phone or by email. However,
in more complex cases, the Secretary advises the caller to contact a
lawyer or file an application for an opinion with the Council.
The Council consists of up to fifteen representatives of authors
and users. 0 1 For example, in 2012 the Council represented the movie
industry, the publishing industry, radio and television, museums, and
the performing arts.10 2 In appointing members, the Ministry of
Culture and Education' 0 3 seeks to maintain a balance between
copyright holders and users.' 04 The Council includes a chairman and
a vice-chairman, both of whom must be independent from the interest
groups and other lobbying organizations. Independent chairmen have
often represented the academia. For example, both the former and the
present chairmen are law professors. The Council has a legally
qualified secretary, who is employed by the Ministry of Education and
Culture. The secretary's role is to administer the day-to-day activities
of the Council and prepare a draft of opinions.
As already stated, the Council consists of persons representing
different interest groups (except for the chairman and vice-chairman).
In light of this, it is clear that the Council is not independent as
required by the principle on division of power. However, this does
not mean that the decisions are political in nature. A case may often
reveal fundamental differences in opinion between Council members,
such as authors and users of rights. However, since the Council has
such a broad representation, it is not clear whether all authors favor
one side of an opinion and all users favor the other side. For example,
what is important for a collecting society'o representing authors of
literary works, may be of no interest to the music industry. In
addition, most cases are clearly "legal" in nature with a limited
101. Each member of the Council also has a deputy to take part in the
proceedings as a substitute when the member would be prevented from participating.
See Tekijinoikeusasetus [Copyright Decree], No. 574, Apr. 21, 1995, § 18(1) (Fin.).
102. Sorvari, supra note 98, at 29.
103. The Ministry of Culture and Education has the authority to appoint the
members. Tekijinoikeusasetus [Copyright Decree], § 18(1) (Fin.).
104. Sorvari, supra note 98, at 28.
105. A collecting society refers to a collective licensing organization,
collecting and negotiating on behalf of authors and creators. See, e.g., What is
Sanasto?, SANASTO.FI, http://www.sanasto.fi/in-english/sanasto/ (last visited Sept.
21, 2012).
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political dimension. Finally, some of the representatives are both
copyright holders and users, such as the representative for both radio
and television.
The Council bases its proceedings entirely on written documents;
therefore, the Council does not hold oral hearings. This also means
that the Council will not have all possible evidence at its disposal.
However, the Council's sole purpose is to interpret copyright law. If
there is a factual dispute, the Council does not hear witnesses or have
the parties appear in person before the Council. Instead, it takes into
account undisputed written evidence and physical objects (such as the
objects in dispute, e.g., design objects, texts, websites, photographs,
etc.).
Although Council members include a wide range of experts, the
Council has the right to hear external experts. In recent years, the
Council has consulted several external experts. For example, the
Council consulted software-programming experts to determine
whether a computer program was a copy of another.' 0 6 The Council
consulted architectural experts to figure out whether a designer house
was the original in relation to a certain design tradition.1 0 7 The
Council has also heard from photography experts to determine
whether certain photographs were originals. 0 8
Applicants receive Council opinions free of charge. Although
each party to a dispute normally carries his or her own legal costs, this
procedure is highly cost effective for the applicant because most cases
do not involve legal counsel. The Finnish government bears the costs
of running the Council's activities (e.g., the salary of the secretary,
remuneration to the chairman, vice-chairman and members, etc.). The
Copyright Council's opinions are seen as a service provided by the
Finnish government to its citizens.
106. Tekijanoikeusneuvosto [Finland Copyright Council], Opinion 2011:1 (on
file with authors).
107. Tekijanoikeusneuvosto [Finland Copyright Council], Opinion 2010:4,
http://www.minedu.fi/export/sites/default/OPMITekijaenoikeus/
at
available
tekijaenoikeusneuvosto/tekijaenoikeusneuvoston lausunnot/2010_1ausunnot/TN 20
10-4.pdf.
108. Tekijanoikeusneuvosto [Finland Copyright Council], Opinion 2011:9,
at
ttp://www.minedu.fi/export/sites/default/OPM/Tekijaenoikeus/
available
tekijaenoikeusneuvosto/tekijaenoikeusneuvoston lausunnot/2011 IValokuvan teosta
soTN_2011-9.pdf
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Many cases heard by the Council concern the question of the
copyrightability of some text, work of art, piece of handicraft,
computer program, website, database, or other product. Other cases
concern the question of infringement. In these cases, the question
may extend beyond a comparison between the protected work and the
allegedly infringing embodiment. It may also involve a question of
the right to quote, parody, or use the work for transformative
purposes. In sum, the case law of the Council covers a very broad
range of fundamental copyright issues.
On average, the Council gives between fifteen and twenty
opinions a year, which amounts to 440 opinions during its first
twenty-five years of operation (1986-2011).109
Compared to the
number of judgments issued by general courts (including district
courts, appeals courts, and the Supreme Court), the Council is the
0
most abundant source of copyright decisions in Finland.o"
Copyright holders (both authors and successors; the figure
includes both private persons and corporations) make up the largest
group of petitioners (48%) to the Council."' For example, the author
(or successor), may have turned to the Council to get a reasoned
opinion on whether the work created by the author (or author's
predecessor) is protected by copyright or if there has been an
infringement. In Finland, as in continental Europe, the threshold for
copyright protection is generally higher than in the United Kingdom
and United States of America, which is why there may be
considerable uncertainty as to the status of an object as a copyrighted
work.
The remaining fifty-two percent of applicants consists of users of
copyright (26%), public prosecutors (9%), courts (4%), copyright
organizations (4%), other lobbyists (5%), government ministries (2%)

109. Niklas Bruun & Marja-Leena Mansala, Tekifdnoikeusneuvosto-kenen
palveluksessa?, in TEKIJANOIKEUSNEUVOSTO 25 VUOTTA 69, 74 (Katariina Sorvari

ed., 2011) (Fin.).
110. See

Copyright

Council,

MINISTRY

OF

EDUC.

AND

CULTURE,

http://www.minedu.fi/OPM/Tekijaenoikeus/tekijaenoikeusneuvosto/?lang-en
(last
visited Sept. 22, 2012) ("Since its establishment in 1985, the Council has issued over
380 expert opinions pertaining to the interpretation of the [Finnish Copyright]
Act.").
111. Bruun & Mansala, supra note 109.
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and others (2%).112 Users may turn to the Council in order to receive
a kind of freedom to operate opinion. For example, one case
concerned the question whether certain very well-known pieces of
design furniture could be manufactured in, imported to, and/or sold in
Finland. 113
Over half (55%) of all applications are filed after a dispute has
already arisen between the copyright holder and a third party.1 14 This
figure includes both those cases where legal action has been taken to a
court of law and those cases where no court or other decision-making
body has been utilized. In fact, 64% of the cases involving an actual
dispute had not yet been taken to court, to the police, or to the public
prosecutor at the time of filing the case with the Council.115 This
means that about 35% of all petitions concerned a purely "private"
dispute (meaning that no courts, police or public prosecutors were
involved).1 16 This clearly shows that the Council also serves a role as
a pure alternative dispute resolution body.
The Council also plays a complementary role in the traditional
dispute resolution system. Almost 20% of all applications (i.e., 36%
of all where there was a dispute) concerned a question already
pending before a court, the police, or a public prosecutor." 7 In
Finland, specialist judges do not handle copyright matters. The police
and prosecutors might have some expertise, but over the years it has
112. Id.
113. Tekijinoikeusneuvosto [Finland Copyright Council], Opinion 2006:9
(Fin.), available at http://www.okm.fi/export/sites/default/OPM/Tekijaenoikeus/
tekijaenoikeusneuvosto/tekijaenoikeusneuvostonlausunnot/2006/liitteet/TN_20069 edi.pdf The well-known pieces of design furniture included such iconic pieces as
the Barcelona chair by Mies van der Rohe, the Eames Lounge chair by Charles and
Ray Eames, the Le Corbusier Chair by Le Corbusier, three different chairs by Arne
Jacobsen (Swan, Egg and Model 3107/Series 7), and Finnish design pieces such as
Eero Aarnio's Ball, Pastilli and Pony chairs. Id. The Council found all of the pieces
of furniture to be copyrighted, which most likely led to a situation where no
importation ever took place. Id.
114. Bruun & Mansala, supra note 109, at 77.
115. See id. at 78.
116. Since 55% of all petitions concern disputes and 64% of all disputes have
not been taken to court, the police or a public prosecutor, it follows that 35.2% (0.55
x 0.64) of all petitions concern disputes that have not been taken to court, the police
or a public prosecutor.
117. Bruun & Mansala, supra note 109, at 77.
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been recognized as good practice to ask the Council for guidance
before pursuing the more complex copyright criminal cases. The
Council has become a kind of forum of "first instance" in copyright
matters before a criminal matter goes to court." 8 Generalist judges
are often inclined to follow Council advice on how to interpret
copyright law adopted by the Council, thereby emphasizing the role of
the Council as a part of the traditional dispute resolution system.
Administratively, the Council is a government body under the
Ministry of Education and Culture ("Ministry")." 9 The Ministry is
responsible for the Council's budget and for the appointment of the
chairman, vice-chairman, members, and deputy members.
The
secretary of the Council is employed by the Ministry. However, the
Council is independent from the Ministry when it makes decisions and
handles cases.
The Council holds a meeting once a month and members discuss
approximately three to five cases at each meeting. Many cases need
to be discussed several times. The cases have become more complex
over the years. Questions of copyright law increasingly require
substantial discussions on technology and policy, and many of these
questions relate to the intemet (e.g., Digital Rights Management,
Internet Television, website design, etc.). Even the more traditional
cases exhibit complex questions.
The total time from filing an application to obtaining the
Council's decision is approximately eight months. This includes the
period required for giving other parties a right to be heard. There is
no right to appeal the Council's decision, primarily because the
decisions are non-binding. If a party is not happy with an opinion, the
only recourse is to file a lawsuit.
IV. ADR IN IPR AND LITIGATION CULTURE-CONCLUDING REMARKS
As discussed above, contrary to the cultural explanation,
arbitration or ADR methods are not widely used in the context of IPR
disputes in either Korea or Japan. While evidence shows that parties
in copyright disputes sometimes use formal ADR methods in Korea

118. Id. at 79.
119. Tuukka-Tapani Vahitalo, Teklydnoikeusneuvoston oikeudellinen asema,
in TEKIJANOIKEUSNEUVOSTo 25 VUOTTA 33, 37 (Katariina Sorvari ed., 2011) (Fin.).
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and Finland, less formal methods of conciliation and mediation seem
to function better. Despite the Japanese government's efforts to
facilitate ADR methods through the introduction of ADR laws, ADR
has not become the preferred method of dispute resolution.
Low usage rates of IP ADR methods may mean two different
things: (1) the disputes themselves are minimal, or (2) the ADR
processes in IP-at least in that particular form-are not an attractive
option to settle disputes. On the first point, the non-litigousness
theory in Korean and Japanese cultures may provide an explanation.
Admittedly, this may still be the case in Japan. There are few IP
disputes in Japan in general. In 2010, only 631 new civil litigation
cases concerning IPR disputes were filed at the district court and 486
cases were disposed. 120 Only 130 of those cases were appealed to the
court of second instances, and 104 of these were appealed to the IP
High Court.121 ADR statistics are also quite low, suggesting that IP
disputes are generally low when compared to a population of more
than twelve million. This is so even though both judicial and extrajudicial settlements are available for patent disputes. One author
observed that more than fifty percent of IP litigation cases are settled
at the court of first instance. In these cases, the court always
recommends settlement when the plaintiff establishes a strong prima
facie case before the evidentiary hearing on the proof of harm.'2 2
Through the introduction of the IP High Court, the entire litigation
procedure itself has become more efficient, and any disputes
concerning the validity of the industrial property right are settled
through the JPO and IP High Court. The average time for a pending
case at the IP High Court in 2010 was 8.5 months. 123 Consequently,
this may explain why arbitration or mediation in IPR is used less in
Japan.
120. Judicial Statistics-Annals of Courts of Japan, SUPREME CT. JAPAN,
available at http://www.courts.go.jp/sihotokei/nenpo/pdf/B22DMIN20-25.pdf
121. Id.
122. TAKEDA KAZUHIKO, TOKKYO No CHISIKI [KNOWLEDGE OF PATENT] 404
(8th ed., 2006) (Japan); see also Yukio Nagasawa, Settlement Conferences at
Japanese Courts, AIPPI JOURNAL, Jan. 2007, at 3-13.
123. See Number of Intellectual Property Appeal Cases Commenced and
Disposed, andAverage Time Intervalsfrom Commencement to Disposition,INTELL.
PROP. HIGH CT., http://www.ip.courts.go.jp/ aboutus/stat_01.html (last visited May
26, 2012) for these statistics and more.
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In Korea, however, litigation statistics challenge the stereotypical
view of the litigation culture.12 4 In Korea, where there are both the
Patent Court and general courts, there are more litigated cases in
general. Nearly one million civil cases, including small claims and IP
matters, are filed in general courts. In 2010 alone, 1,162 new IP cases
were filed at the court of first instance. 125 Increasingly, disputes are
settled through litigation. The disparity between ADR methods and
litigation rates seems to contradict the theory that Korea is a nonlitigious culture. This is partially illustrated by the fact that structual
changes recently implemented in both Korea and Japan may have
increased access to legal and judicial services, particularly in the area
of IP.126
Among the practices that this essay has surveyed, two practices
seem to stand out-the Japanese Hantei advisory opinion system of
the JPO, and the Council in Finland. They are both public in the sense
that opinions are published. If a society does not respect the ADR

124. See

Resources:

Statistics,

SUPREME

CT.

KOREA,

(last visited
htp://eng.scourt.go.kr/eng/main/resources/statisticslitigationpc.jsp
May 26, 2012). For Japanese judicial statistics, see Statistical Tables, SUPREME CT.
JAPAN, http://www.courts.go. jp/english/info/statisticaltable/index.html (last visited
May 26, 2012).
125. See Year 2010 Domestic, Administrative, Patent, and Election Lawsuit,
supra note 24.
126. For example, in Japan, the creation of the IP High Court combined with
the change in patent law allowed the invalidity defense to be raised in infringement
litigation. See Jason S. Shull, Yuko Hara, & Taku Oomori, Patent Enforcement in
Japan as Partof a Global Litigation Strategy, IP LITIGATOR, July/Aug. 2008, at 1,
3. In contrast, Korea's creation of its Patent Court further bifurcated the system
more clearly, while allowing a specialized channel to dispute the validity of the
KOREA,
CT.
PAT.
Establishment,
faster.
rights
http://patent.scourt.go.kr/patent-e/intro/intro_02/index.html (last visited Sept. 22,
2012). In both countries, another contributing factor is the introduction of the law

school system aimed at increasing the number of lawyers in their respective
countries.

See

Country

Focus:

Korean

Times,

INT'L

B.

Ass'N,

http://www.ibanet.org/Article/Detail.aspx?ArticleUid=B4DACD34-E9A2-4A88A6C2-01C51890BF2A (last visited Sept. 22, 2012); Annamarie Sasagawa, Lack of
Lawyers is No Joke in Japan, TOKYO WEEKENDER

(Apr.

10,

http://www.tokyoweekender.com/2012/04/lack-of-lawyers-is-no-joke-in-japan/

2012),

(last

visited Sept. 22, 2012); Norimitsu Onishi, In Rural Japan, a Shortage of Lawyers,
N.Y. TIMEs (July 29, 2008), http://www.nytimes.com/2008/07/29/world/asia/29ihtjapan. 1. 14856390.html?_r-0.
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findings as a source of authority and a reliable interpretation of the
law, the users may not trust the ADR institutions as well as other
institutions. The Finnish Copyright Council's experience shows that
the respect a society has over the opinion of the institution matters. In
Finland, many commentators have noted that the opinions of the
Council have considerable significance as a source of law. 12 7 The
opinions clearly have a function of developing copyright law in a
small country like Finland. The opinions also have a function of
resolving disputes, a function that is of immense importance for
individuals and SMEs with limited financial resources. In many
cases, an opinion by the Council is likely to be the only possible legal
recourse due to the high costs of litigation. By using the ADR
process, the applicant receives the Council's reasoned opiniongenerated by about fifteen experts-in a timely and cost-effective
manner.
The inherent limitation of ADR methods (no validity, scope of
right, or infringement cases are addressed) drastically reduces the
utility of ADR methods in IP disputes. IP disputes most often concern
the boundaries of the right; therefore, when ADR methods cannot
define such boundary, it is logical that ADR methods have only
limited utility in solving disputes. As validity of the rights is crucial
in settling non-contractual IP disputes, it is reasonable that the
practices in all three jurisdictions seem to suggest that ADR methods
are used more as a way to complement litigation rather than as an
alternative. When used to complement litigation, the traditional
merits of ADR methods, such as confidentiality and flexibility, may
be reduced. While licensing disputes involve trade secrets (knowhows and non-disclosed information), the closed nature of the ADR
process may certainly be the important factor. However, in IPR
disputes with a high level of administrative decision-making, factors,
such as the trust in the institutions that make decisions and deference
to the fmdings of ADR in judicial proceedings seem to matter more.
ADR's limited scope reduces its utility in IPR, especially
considering the nature of IPR disputes. Thus, any recommendation for
and institutionalization of ADR methods must consider its various
functions, which judicial settlement of IPR disputes provides (such as
providing a source of laws that clarify the boundary of intangible
127. Vahatalo, supra note 119, at 53.
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rights). One core aspect is that the IPR system is based on the notion
of a social contract, which indicates that society as a whole benefits
from the disclosure of an invention and diffusion of a creation that
IPR incentivize.12 8 The very public nature of judicial proceedings
leading to authoritative opinions serves as the final and most concrete
form of public notice on the boundary of property rights. Considering
this, the limited utility of ADR methods in settling IP disputes may be
socially desirable as well.

128. See, e.g., PETER DRAHOs, THE GLOBAL GOVERNANCE OF KNOWLEDGE:
PATENT OFFICES AND THEIR CLIENTS 27-32 (2010); see also Mark A. Lemley,

Property,Intellectual Property, and Free Riding, 83 TEX. L. REv. 1031, 1031-32
(2005).
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